Enhancement of dilution and transverse reactive mixing in porous media: experiments and model-based interpretation.
Transport and natural attenuation of contaminant plumes in groundwater are often controlled by transverse dispersion. The extent of mixing between dissolved reaction partners at the fringe of a plume determines its length and depends strongly on the groundwater flow field. Transient flow conditions as well as the focusing of the flow in high-permeability zones may enhance transverse mixing of dissolved species and, therefore, create favorable conditions for the natural attenuation of contaminant plumes. The aim of the present study is to experimentally test the influence of these processes on solute mixing and to directly compare the results with those under analogous homogeneous and steady-state conditions. We have performed conservative and reactive tracer experiments in a quasi two-dimensional tank filled with glass beads of different sizes. The experiments have been carried out in both homogeneous and heterogeneous porous media under steady-state and transient (i.e. oscillating) flow fields. We used fluorescein as conservative tracer; whereas an alkaline solution (NaOH) was injected into ambient acidic water (HCl) in the reactive experiments. A pH indicator was added to the reacting solutions in order to visualize the emerging plume. We simulated the laboratory experiments with a numerical model and compared the outcomes of the model with the measured concentrations at the outlet of the tank and with the observed tracer plumes. Spatial moments, a newly defined flux-related dilution index, the product mass fluxes and the reaction enhancement factors were calculated to quantify the differences in mixing and reaction extent under various experimental conditions. The results show that flow focusing in heterogeneous porous media significantly enhances transverse mixing and mixing-controlled reactions, whereas temporally changing flow fields appear to be of minor importance.